
OVERVIEW

Lawbox Design is a legal consultancy designed for innovative, creative and sustainable

companies - especially start-ups and scale-ups. They’re turning legal services from a need

into a want by…

● Changing to a design mindset - The law industry has stayed the same for a long

time and Lawbox Design are here to change that by focussing on you and your

needs. Expect easy-to-understand documents that suit your brand style.

● Changing ways of working - The Lawbox Design team should feel like an extension

of your business. They want to work through your challenges together, using

whichever tech you prefer.

● Changing the world (well, some of it anyway) - Their belief in a better way isn’t

exclusive to the world of law. It informs how they treat the environment, each other

and, of course, their clients.

The Better Business Network have partnered with Lawbox as the trusted legal partner of the

Network so our Members can get excellent legal advice from a company that shares their

values and beliefs.

THE OFFER:

Better Business Network Members can get a free legal health check from Lawbox,
including a questionnaire, follow up discussion and report (worth £550).

Members can also access a further 10% discount on all services that Lawbox
provides.

You can see all the services they provide on their website here.

HOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE OFFER:

You can find the legal health check initial questionnaire here.

Once completed, Lawbox will be in contact with you to discuss your business in more

detail, before producing a report that explains the key risks you face and actions you

https://www.lawboxdesign.com/about-2/
https://www.lawboxdesign.com/servicesnew-2/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdxiPdAl47J5PdANF4GaGAmSR-_lpuDdUo_e1OMkmFB1-cJ5w/viewform


could take to ensure you can reach the next level as a compliant and future-ready force for

good.

If you are interested in the further services they offer, simply tell them you are a fellow

Member of the Better Business Network and they will apply a 10% discount to your file to

apply when invoicing.

WHO ARE LAWBOX DESIGN?

legals you’ll actually like, designed for innovative, creative, and sustainable

companies.

At Lawbox Design, they noticed that legal experts spent hours on documents that no-one -

except other lawyers - really reads. Since no-one likes spending time and £££ on something

they don't like or understand, this is bad news for businesses and their end users. It's also

not much fun for lawyers, who (contrary to rumours) are people too.

So they banded together a collective of legal experts, creatives and even uX designers to

see what needed changing. Now they start by listening to your needs and come up with

solutions that are user-friendly, adaptable and empowering. The result? Legals you'll actually

like, designed around you. Let's unbox a better way together.

core principles

Lawbox was created to help innovative, creative and sustainable companies to enjoy legal

services as a proactive investment in their business. They achieve this by applying our

unique core principles to everything they do, so you can reach the next level as a compliant

and future-ready force for (good) change.

how do they do it?

Inspired by a growing international movement called legal design, they’re showing the true

value of corporate, commercial, regulatory and compliance law by creating legal solutions

that are user-centred, visually appealing, and easy to understand.

https://www.lawboxdesign.com/core-principles/
https://www.lawboxdesign.com/about/what-is-legal-design/


They leverage design thinking principles to create legal documents, processes, and systems

that are more efficient and effective, leading to better outcomes for clients.

They passionately believe that, when applied strategically, legal design can improve

business performance, innovation, brand perception, audience engagement, and conversion

rates.

expert lawboxers

What Lawbox offer isn’t just client empowerment and straight-talking legal advice – our

consultants or “Lawboxers” are also experts in corporate, commercial, regulatory and

compliance law.

They’re a friendly bunch and are here to listen first, so drop us a line at

onwards@lawboxdesign.com and let’s see if they can help.

WHY HAVE WE PARTNERED WITH LAWBOX DESIGN?

Lawbox Design have strong legal principles that naturally align with sustainable and
innovative companies, but they also share common values with us at the Better Business
Network.

They focus on their social and environmental impact as a business.

Lawbox Design intends for the company to be an agent for positive change, both on a micro
level in the way they approach interactions with clients and on a macro level, in the way that
they affect the world we live in.

They are currently working towards becoming B Corp Certified as they want to meet the
highest standards of verified social and environmental performance.

They are also proud to support the Better Business Act, a campaign to transform the way we
do business by changing section 172 of Company Law to ensure that every single company
in the UK takes ownership of its social and environmental impact.

HELPFUL INFORMATION

https://www.lawboxdesign.com/team/
mailto:onwards@lawboxdesign.com


Lawbox Design Contact Email: onwards@lawboxdesign.com

Follow them at @LawboxDesign on LinkedIn and Instagram

mailto:onwards@lawboxdesign.com

